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The Rule of Saint Benedict 1998-03-24 formulated as guidelines for monks in the sixth century a d
benedict s injunctions to obedience humility and contemplation also provide an invaluable model for
anyone who wishes to live more simply more humbly and in greater accord with the impulses of the heart
and spirit
The Rule of Saint Benedict 1990 fifteen centuries after it was written the rule of st benedict still
provides a deep and practical spirituality that helps lay people cope with everyday problems and
challenges
The Rule of St. Benedict 2010-12-01 from the time it was first promulgated in the sixth century the rule
of st benedict has been one of the most influential enduring documents of western civilization composed
for the guidance of his own monks at monte cassino st benedict s rule has become the basis for the rules
of practically every christian monastic community in the west in it are the guidelines for living the
spiritual life through work prayer study obedience community and moderate asceticism this acclaimed
edition of the rule of st benedict is a highly accessible modern translation that conveys the spirit and
logic of the original text it contains an invaluable in depth introduction that explores the development
and spread of christian monasticism a biographical sketch of st benedict a discussion of the structure and
implementation of his rule its value and impact on religious orders from the middle ages down through
history its tremendous influence on western culture and civilization and finally various texts of the rule
The Rule of St. Benedict in English 1982 for fifteen centuries benedictine monasticism has been governed by
a rule that is at once strong enough to instill order and yet flexible enough to have relevance fifteen
hundred years later this pocket sized english only edition is perfect for individual or group study
The Holy Rule of Saint Benedict 1909 that the rule of st benedict has been highly and deservedly esteemed
is universally admitted the name of its holy and illustrious author the wisdom prudence and sublime
maxims which shine in every page of this rule fully establish its claim to solid merit those excellent
qualities obtained for it the approbation of the holy see in the first instance and subsequently that of
many ecclesiastical councils which honoured it with the distinguished title of the holy rule many
religious orders of the western church adopted it secular princes and sovereigns studiously read it
declaring that they found in the prudent maxims and divine wisdom inculcated by the holy legislator
important light and assistance for the good government of their states aeterna press
The Rule of Saint Benedict 2020-05-11 the rule of st benedict is a timeless document written in the 6th
century the holy rule is a book of precepts where st benedict highlights the importance of peace prayer
work humility and obedience it was originally intended for use in monasteries although many of the issues
addressed in the book can be applied to life in the world outside the monastic community and constitute a
basic guide for living the christian life
Holy Rule of Saint Benedict 1960 no book apart from the bible was more copied in the middle ages than
the venerable rule of saint benedict which has guided uncounted monks nuns oblates and laymen to
salvation for well over a millennium since it was written in the sixth century originating in rural italy
its evident wisdom and simple style recommended it to pope saint gregory the great and honoured by his
approval it soon spread throughout latin christendom becoming the monastic rule par excellence dom
justin mccann s translation of the rule was first published in 1937 and has long been admired for its
happy combination of elegance of style and accuracy having fallen out of print for decades it is here
finally republished in a newly typeset edition with historically correct monastic typeface the dates on
the margins mark the passages traditionally read at the chapter office after prime that ensure the rule is
read in full three times a year while the edition s pocket size 4 6 in makes it convenient for personal study
and reflection as well english speaking readers here have an enduring companion as they gird their loins
with faith and the performance of good works and following the guidance of the gospels walk in the lord
s paths that they might merit to see him who has called us unto his kingdom
The Rule of Saint Benedict 2017-11-13 awarded 2019 best edition or translation of an anglo saxon or
anglo latin text by the international society of anglo saxonists st �thelwold 904 9 984 abbot of
abingdon and bishop of winchester made the first translation of the rule of saint benedict into english or
indeed into any vernacular language as part of the tenth century english benedictine reform this movement
dramatically affected the trajectory of religious life in early medieval england and influenced the ways in
which secular power was conceived and wielded in the kingdom �thelwold s translation into old english
reworks benedict s latin text through numerous silent additions omissions and instances of explanatory
material revealing an anglo saxon ecclesiastical and political reformer intent on making this
foundational latin text more readily accessible to the new monks and nuns of the reform and to the laity
presented with related texts composed in old english this volume makes �thelwold s transformation of
benedict s rule available in modern english translation for the first time
The Old English Rule of Saint Benedict 2022-08-25 the rule of saint benedict is a book of precepts
written by benedict of nursia for monks living communally under the authority of an abbot sections are
dated so that the rule may be read three times a year
SAINT BENEDICT'S RULE FOR MONASTERIES 1959 the rule of st benedict is a timeless document written
in the 6th century the holy rule is a book of precepts where st benedict highlights the importance of peace
prayer work humility and obedience it was originally intended for use in monasteries although many of the
issues addressed in the book can be applied to life in the world outside the monastic community and
constitute a basic guide for living the christian life
The Rule of Saint Benedict 2020-05-11 this advice is from a spiritual father who loves you and gives
you the sort of counsel that will shape your whole life listen my child i want you to put the ear of



your heart to the solid ground of the master s wisdom what i received i m passing on to you it s advice
from a spiritual father who loves you the sort of counsel you receive by letting it shape your whole
life so begins the famous opening paragraph of benedict s rule in jonathan wilson hartgrove s vital new
contemporary paraphrase the entire text of the rule is here plus a lengthy introduction from jonathan
and detailed explanatory notes throughout that explain difficult passages the result is a classic re
introduced that will enliven any 21st century expression of religious community
Holy Rule of Saint Benedict 2012-05-01 a timeless source of wisdom for people looking to lead a life of
simplicity purpose and serenity the rule of st benedict has governed monastic communities for centuries
but it is far more than a standard religious text the rule is above all a handbook for living a deliberate
life no matter your religious background or beliefs it teaches the importance of contemplation and silence
of solitude and the power of community and unity with lessons focusing on the simple acts of everyday
life like eating and daily work along with wisdom for the deeply personal and internal facets of living
such as cultivating humility and practicing forgiveness the rule of st benedict is a profound guide to
living a good and meaningful life an award winning translator philip freeman s version of the rule is
beautifully accessible in its language with a simple and direct style the book lays out a way of living
that is transformative in its simplicity and striking in its power
The Rule of Saint Benedict 1997 space ads in america commonweal living church living city feature in
aspirit of books catalog 120 000 extensive review campaign direct mailings to house list monthly e mail
marketing to selected consumer lists
Saint Benedict's Rule 2020-12-08 written some fifteen centuries ago the rule of st benedict is still read
and studied by thousands of men and women throughout the world in recent years more and more lay
people have turned to the rule and have found within its pages a deep and practical spirituality which is
helpful to them in coping with the problems and challenges they meet in their everyday lives this edition of
the classic parry translation of the rule has been prepared for a general audience and comes complete
with an introduction by esther de waal which offers a commentary both on the underlying themes of the
rule and on the contents of specific chapters we come face to face with st benedict himself and appreciate
anew the magnificent combination of spirituality and practicality that make the rule a uniquely valuable
source book for us today abbot parry osb was for many years the abbot of st augustine s abbey
ramsgate and the author of households of god which included both his translation of the rule and an
invaluable commentary esther de waal is the author of a number of books including living with
contradiction and seeking god which explore the spirituality of the rule of st benedict and of the
benedictine life itself
The Rule of St. Benedict 1983 the rule of st benedict was written in the sixth century by the father of
monastic life st benedict himself it towers in the great tradition of christian monasticism its leading
characteristics are its wonderful discretion moderation and keen insight into the capabilities and
weaknesses of human nature here is a common sense approach to arranging life so that christian
spirituality and virtue can be lived out in any community settings monastic or familial
The Rule of Saint Benedict, a Doctrinal and Spiritual Commentary 2010 written at the end of the fourth
century augustine s rule for clergy in community spread like fire among stubble in the sweeping movement
for reform of clerical life in the eleventh and twelfth centuries among those who lived by it were
premonstratensians norbertines canons regular of saint augustine and augustinian hermits martin luther s
order several military orders the ursulines visitation sisters and the dominican friars shorter and less
detailed than the rule of benedict the rule of augustine guides communities formed for the active ministry
both masculine and feminine versions are translated here
The Rule of Saint Benedict for Everyone 1990 founder of a monastery at monte cassino between rome and
naples in the sixth century st benedict intended his rule to be a practical guide to christian monastic life
based on the key precepts of humility obedience and love its aim is to create a harmonious and efficient
religious community in which individuals can make progress in the christian virtues and gain eternal life
here benedict sets out ideal monastery routines and regulations from the qualities of a good abbot the
twelve steps to humility and the value of silence to such every day matters as kitchen duties care of the
sick and the suitable punishment for lateness at mealtimes benedict s legacy is still strong his rule remains
a source of inspiration and a key work in the history of the christian church
The Rule of Saint Benedict 1990 this beautiful hardback edition presents the classic text the rule of st
benedict presented with a gold embossed cover design and gilded page edges the rule of st benedict
composed by st benedict of nursia around 529 ce serves as a guidebook for communal christian living
within monasteries it consists of a comprehensive set of instructions that promote a balanced life
centered around prayer work and community the philosophy within the rule advocates moderation
humility obedience and stability providing a blueprint for harmonious living among individuals committed
to a monastic life it structures the daily routine of monks dividing their time between prayer spiritual
study manual work and communal meals it prioritizes the pursuit of god through a disciplined life while
encouraging mutual respect and support among the members of the community st benedict s teachings
revolve around the concept of ora et labora the integration of prayer and work as a means to develop a
strong spiritual foundation he also speaks of the importance of hospitality and of welcoming guests the
rule of st benedict has had a profound and enduring influence shaping not only monastic life but also
serving as a guide for those seeking a disciplined and purposeful existence in modern times its principles of
balance discipline and community continue to resonate across cultures and generations offering timeless
wisdom for those pursuing a life of spiritual depth and order this elegant pocket sized gift edition



contains the classic and unabridged text presented with a gold embossed cover design ivory pages
beautifully designed endpapers and gold gilded page edges part of the arcturus ornate classics series this
book makes wonderful gift for anyone interested in religion and spirituality about the series arcturus
ornate classics are beautifully bound editions of iconic literary works across history these compact
foil embossed hardbacks are printed using deluxe ivory paper and make the perfect gift
The Rule of Saint Benedict 2010 this work holds the first place among monastic legislative codes and
was by far the most important factor in the organization and spread of monasticism in the west st
benedict s rules of obedience humility and contemplation are not only prerequisites for formal religious
societies they also provide an invaluable model for anyone desiring to live more simply
The Rule of Saint Benedict (Premium Ultrasoft Binding) 1996 this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile
reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and
flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of
our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality
modern editions that are true to the original work
The Rule of Saint Augustine 1976 modestly described by its author as a little rule for beginners this
masterpiece of spiritual wisdom dates from the sixth century it was originally intended as a manual for
aspiring monks a diverse group composed of serfs scholars shepherds and sons of the nobility st benedict s
little book eventually developed into the preeminent monastic legislative code a distinction it maintains
to this day in addition to its importance in the organization and spread of western monasticism this
volume also offers sound suggestions for readers outside the abbey benedict explores issues related to
charity personality integrity and spirituality mindful of human frailty he counsels an ever increasing self
discipline supported by community worship his teachings have guided readers from every walk of life for 1
500 years encouraging and inspiring them with advice regarding the dignity of labor the challenge of
responsibility and the proper use of resources
The Rule of St. Benedict 2008-01-31 the rule of saint benedict is a book of precepts written by benedict
of nursia for monks living communally under the authority of an abbot
The Rule of Benedict 1976 the four documents that make up the rule of saint augustine with two
introductory essays
The Rule of Saint Benedict 1963 a handy pocket sized edition of st benedict s rule with sections dated so
that the rule may be read three times a year
The Rule of Saint Benedict 1909 benedict of nursia c 480 543 born into a wealthy family renounced his
life of privilege to live an eremitic life of extreme asceticism he founded and was the first abbot of the
monastic community of monte cassino where he wrote the rule acknowledged as a masterpiece modestly
referring to the work that would chart the course of western monasticism as a little rule for beginners
in a prologue and seventy three brief intensely focused and sympathetically written chapters benedict
prescribed for his monks a monastic life in community that is essentially the christian life of the gospel
based upon mutual support obedience hospitality tolerance and moderation book jacket
The Rule of Saint Benedict 2024-11-05 the rule of saint benedict is a book of instructions written in
516 by benedict of nursia c ad 480 550 for the groups of monks living in the individual communities under
the supervision of abbots in the book st benedict opens the principles of the christian life in a community
the main principle is obedience and the rule of ora et labora that is pray and work the primary weapon to
strengthen the christian faith is obedience to the lord s will to achieve this the author offers to
establish the school for the lord s service which will teach people the way to salvation in 73 chapters
of the book benedict gives detailed instructions on how to regulate the life of a monk in monasteries and
alone some chapters consider the organizational sides of monastery life such as assigning deans and
summiting official meetings other give instruction on how to practice life in faith and grow spiritually
generally the book doesn t call upon the formation of any monastic order it is rather a manual for
different independent christian communities small groups of two or three people or single wandering monks
guiding them in everyday decisions and helping to organize their lives spiritually
The Rule of St. Benedict 2014-05-05 one of the most influential texts in the middle ages the rule of
saint benedict offers guidance about both the spiritual and organizational dimensions from the loftiest to
the lowliest of monastic life this new latin english edition has features of interest for first time readers
of the rule as well as for scholars of medieval history and language the latin text is a transcription of
manuscript 914 of the abbey of st gall switzerland an early ninth century copy regarded as the version
that most closely reproduces benedict s style the saint s idiom was informal sometimes conversational
and heavily influenced by the spoken latin of the sixth century ce in the rule his voice and thought
processes come through in all their strength and humanity readers will find background to the monastic
life in the notes this volume also includes texts and translations of two letters that explain the origins
of the st gall version as well as an index to all the translated materials
The Holy Rule of St. Benedict 2009-04 for fifteen centuries benedictine monasticism has been governed by
a rule that is at once strong enough to instill order and yet flexible enough to have relevance fifteen
hundred years later
The Holy Rule of St. Benedict 2012-03-02
The Holy Rule of St. Benedict (1865) 2021-01-13
The Rule of St. Benedict 2004
St. Benedict's Rule for Monasteries 1950
The Monastic Rules 2004



St. Benedict's Rule for Monasteries 2000
Saint Benedict's Rule 2022-01-21
The Rule of Saint Benedict, a Commentary 1990
The Rule of Saint Benedict 2011-05-23
The Rule of Saint Benedict 1981
The Rule of Saint Benedict
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